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US Bonds and Stocks YTD
US Stocks
Strongly Up

US Bonds down on
higher yields

US stocks are up post election on expectation of a strong growth policy whilst
bonds have fallen on expectation of massive new issuance and rising rates.
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USDE: Non-US Stocks YTD
All non-US stocks
down, EM the worst

EM

All non-US markets down in USDE terms post-election with EM the worst.
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Currencies YTD
Yen was up on QE
slow down but down
with no TPP likely

Brazilian Real up on
Rousseff impeachment
but sold off with all EM

Mexican
Peso at
lowest
level ever

EM

Sterling down
post Brexit

All currencies other than Sterling are down against the USD which is at a 9month high. Many are still up against USD for the YTD.
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The Good

• Rebuild America
•

Infrastructure spending

• Reform Taxes
•

Cut personal and
Corporate tax rates

• Repatriate Corporate
Cash Held Overseas
•

One time 10% tax

• Make America Stronger
•

• Trade Policy
•
•
•

Less government in
Business

Backing away from
NAFTA/TPP
Less Globalisation
Potential Trade Wars
with counterparties
particularly China

• Repeal Obamacare
•

Increase Military

• Soft Touch on
Regulation
•

The Bad

Total repeal less likely
following meeting with
Obama

• Increase Budget Deficits
•

Spending needs to be
financed

The Ugly

• Immigration Policy
•
•

•

Deporting 11 million illegal
Mexicans
Building the wall and
making Mexico pay for it
Position on Muslims in the
USA

• Geo-Politics
•
•
•
•

Reversion to America First
isolationism
Vacuum for others (e.g.
Russia, China)
Deal making over
Diplomacy
US Domestic extremism 6

Rebuild America

• Only specific policy included in
victory speech
• Bi-partisan
• Size $1 trillion over 10 years
•

Financing is obviously an issue

Favour US domestic sectors and
companies only in these sectors:
•
•
•

Construction & Engineering
Tools & Equipment (large and small)
Materials, Steel, Copper
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Reform Taxes
A key part of the platform was tax
reform specifically for the lower paid
but also for corporations.
• No tax paid for lower paid workers
•

Boost to consumption

• Cut marginal tax rates by 10%
•

Boost to consumption

• Cut Corporation Tax to 15%
•

Encourage US investment

• One-time repatriation tax of 10%
•

Boost US investment and potential M&A
activity in the US

Despite the potential funding shortfall in
the future, Republican Party support is
likely in some if not all of these areas.
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Bring Back Your Money

Both candidates agreed that this was an issue that needed resolving. It means giving a one time
opportunity to bring back lowly taxed profits to the US. DT wants to set this at 10%. The 10 largest
9
beneficiaries are MSFT, GE, AAPL, PFE, IBM, MRK, GOOG, JNJ, CSCO and XOM. Source: Bloomberg

Make America Strong(er)
Part of DT’s spending plans is to ramp up
spending on Defence:
• Put an end to ‘sequestering’ – the
means by which Defence can make
up budget shortfalls.
• Grow standing Army to 540k from
480k
• Grow the size of the Marine Corps
• Add more Navy ships, tactical aircraft
and to missile defence.
Funding will come from “common sense
reforms that eliminate government
waste and budget gimmicks” and from
additional payments from countries
where the US has military bases
including Germany, Saudi Arabia, Japan

Favour US domestic sectors and
companies only in these segments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Missile systems
Aircraft
Ship builders
Weapons systems
Communications
Uniforms
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Soft(er) Touch on Regulation
DT’s first stated regulatory
position was to roll back
Dodd-Frank in the Banking
sector, replacing it with an
amended Glass-Steagall to
make smaller, more
accountable institutions.
Expect other light touch in:
• Healthcare
•

•

Energy
•
•

•

Authorise Keystone
Easy on drilling in
protected areas

Tobacco
•

•

Less likely to press on
drug prices

Less likely to push for
further roll backs

Environment
•
•

Will likely de-fang the
EPA
May withdraw from
some recent global
initiatives
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Misguided Trade Policy

•
•
•
•
•

DT’s election promises on global trade are worrisome given that global trade is already in
slowdown mode.
Declaring China a currency manipulator (possibly Japan too) could engender a full out trade war.
Stepping back from NAFTA raises prices in the US as well as curbing North American trade.
Abandoning TPP removes a significant catalyst for Japanese exporters and may force Abe to
increase policy stimulus to further weaken the yen and/or join the Chinese equivalent RCEP.
The likely fallout will be to further weaken an already weak position with regards to global trade
as well as globalisation generally.
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Repeal Obamacare
The GOP all agree on the need to repeal
Obamacare (or Affordable Care Act). However,
following DT’s meeting with Obama, the door
was left open to keep parts particularly to:
•
•

Ban discrimination on pre-existing conditions
Allow young Americans to remain on parents’
health plans

The healthcare industry has spent billions on
ACA already, that money will mostly be
wasted.

This means:
• Slight positive for US Health Insurance and
Managed Care stocks
• Negative for Hospitals and Drug Supply
Chain firms
• Medical Devices should not be impacted

“Either Obamacare will be amended,
or repealed and replaced.”
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Growing US Deficit
More bonds needed to fund fiscal
policy spending…

… as a result Debt Service costs will
rise not only due to the volume but
also the cost of the bonds
themselves.

Much of the rise in US Treasury
issuance would have happened
without the election of DT as
president. His election and
spending plans simply ensure that
the rate of increase will steepen as
the spending and lower tax
revenues start to bite.
Expect yields to rise as inflation
expectations rise. This will
increase the debt service burden
at the same time and worsen the
deficit.
•
•
•
•

Avoid long maturities
Stay short in IG bonds and
Treasuries
Favour Floating Rate Notes
Consider Inflation Linked Notes
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Mexico

•
•
•
•

Mexico seems to have fallen foul of DT on a number of issues, all negative.
Repatriating 11 million illegal workers (now scaled back to 3 million) has been the most
inflammatory.
Abandoning NAFTA and making Mexico pay for the infamous wall out of penal tariffs and
individuals’ remittances via companies such as Western Union are arguably even more painful for
the country.
This applies to much of central and Latin America too. Mexico just happens to be next door. 15

Geo-Politics: Middle East
One major worry surrounding DT’s
election success is his lack of
knowledge of foreign affairs. Given
the US’s poor record in the Middle
East and DT’s earlier reaction to
halt all Muslims entering into the
USA, the worry is that he may just
give the order to bomb ISIS to
rubble and then withdraw from
Iraq.
According to the Economist, DT
‘scorns intervention for ideological
causes, such as regime change,
democracy and foreign nation
building, preferring to concentrate
on America’s national self-interest
instead.’

DT on the subject of America’s
overthrow of Saddam Hussein:

Expect the US to pull out from the
Middle East leaving the way clear
for Russia.

“I don’t think that was a very
helpful thing. Iraq is a disaster
right now.”

The Syrian city of Meduza after
the first day of Russia’s bombing
campaign in support of Mubarak.
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The Rest of the World
Canada’s economy still
struggling under the weight
of the commodity slump.

Supreme Court decision forces Government
to consult Parliament prior to Brexit

EU PMI’s continue to
stay firmly above 50
Russia’s oil production
reached all time highs in
2016, trending up.
Japan pondering
further stimulus as
Trump election likely
to abandon TPP

China Manufacturing
PMI surged in Oct 2016
whilst Services sector
remained strong, both
above 50.

Mexico waiting to find out
the full ramifications of
the Trump presidency –
Peso to all time low.

LatAm markets hurt by
Trump election and broad
market sell off.

Italian referendum
due 5 December

Saudis first bond issuance
as economy struggling
with price of oil and OPEC
disagreements on
production cuts.

Trump’s anti-nuke
statements roiling
Iran who will likely
pump as much oil as
they can before he
takes over and
reimposes sanctions.
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US Stocks
Pre-Election

Post-Election

• Valuations stretched but not
overly
• Used as bond replacements
for income

• Strong growth bias

– Dividend payers

• Corporate earnings improving
in 2H 2016
– Q3 2016 earnings showed
positive earnings growth after
5 down quarters

• Major M&A activity
– October was biggest month in
M&A ever

– Slight de-emphasis in dividend
payers

• Expansionary fiscal policy
– Infrastructure
– Defence

• Strong US bias
– US suppliers only

• Lighter touch in US regulation
–
–
–
–

Banks
Pharma & Biotech
Tobacco
Energy & Environment
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US Bonds
Pre-Election

Post-Election

•

•

Yields at very low levels despite
high issuance
–

•

•

Tight labour market
Q3 GDP growth +2.9%
Q3 EPS growth positive

•

Commodity prices depressed due to
supply glut and sluggish demand

•

–

Conscious of impact on foreign markets of
higher USD
Rolling over maturing US Treasury pile

Expect more hawkish Fed
– Fed hike in December 2016
– Two more hikes in 2017

Accommodative Fed
–

Inflation will likely accelerate
– US labour conditions already tight
– Materials input costs may rise if
tariffs rise

Inflation subdued
–

•

– Budget deficits will rise
– More Treasury issuance
– But strong interest from abroad

Strong foreign buying as yields still positive

US economy moving into higher
growth mode
–
–
–

Expansionary fiscal policy implies
more debt

•

Stay short duration
– Favour quality IG and UST
– Look to FRNs and Inflation Linked
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Global Interest Rate Policy
US: One hike in December
2016 likely with possibly two
more in 2017 if inflation
picks up.

As governments and central banks around the world have not yet shifted policy stance to
fiscal stimulus and have maintained their QE policies, non-US rates are likely to remain
muted prompting a healthy non-US investor interest in better yielding USD bonds.
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Currencies and Commodities
Currencies

Commodities

•

•

Growth emphasis favours change to
hawkish Fed stance

–
–

– 92% probability of Fed rate hike in
December 2016
– Potential 2 more hikes in 2017
– Rate differential favours USD

•

Weak global growth conditions spur
accommodative policies globally
– ECB to continue bond purchasing to
weaken euro
– Japan likely to recommence stimulus
to weaken yen
– Brexit woes hurt Sterling
– EM and LatAm currencies to struggle

Oversupply in oil to continue

–
–

•

Materials to struggle outside US
–
–

•

OPEC dithering over production cuts
Russia/Iran and others pumping as fast as
they can
US energy sector will improve but have
little impact on global output level and
price
US move to energy independence imperils
Canadian oil exports/growth
Weak global growth curbs demand while
supply remains strong
US producers will be suppliers of choice in
US infrastructure build

Precious metals mixed
–

Gold may become more attractive if the
pace of inflation picks up but is less so
once interest rates tick up
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Portfolio Response
• Currencies

•

– No pick up anticipated in global
materials

– US dollar bias
– Avoid Euro/£/Yen/EM

– US producers advantaged by
infrastructure spending

• Fixed Income
– US dollar issues only
– US rates will rise in December
with maybe 2 more hikes in 2017
– Stay short maturities in rising
rate environment
– US Treasuries for capital
preservation/liquidity
– IG Corporates for small yield pick
up
– Look to FRN’s and Inflation linked
notes

Commodities

– Gold may rally on inflation pick up and
volatility
– Global Energy oversupplied
– US Energy sector may benefit

•

Equities
–
–
–
–

US growth bias post-election
Favour US vs ROW
Valuations reasonable in US
Within US stocks, favour domestic
companies benefiting from
infrastructure spending, regulatory roll
back, military build up
– Hedge currencies on non-dollar stock
purchases
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Disclaimer

Disclaimer

BENCHMARKS
The S&P Global 1200 Index is a worldwide equity index representing 29 countries grouped in seven regional markets. The S&P Global 1200 Index was
launched in 1997. The S&P Global 1200 Index represents about 70% of the world equity market. The S&P Global 1200 Index is weighted by
market capitalization. The S&P Global 1200 Index is made of the following seven re-known indices: S&P 500 Index for the United States,
S&P Europe 350 Index for Europe, S&P/TOPIX 150 Index for Japan, S&P/TSX 60 Index for Canada, S&P/ASX All Australian 50 Index for
Australia, S&P Asia 50 for Asia, S&P Latin America 40 for Latin America. The S&P Global 1200 Index is calculated in real time in US
dollars using real time currency conversion for indices not traded in dollars. The S&P Global 1200 Index is reconstituted on an as needed
basis by Index Committees which includes representatives of all exchanges representing the underlying indices of the S&P Global 1200
Index.
S&P 500® is a trademark of The McGraw-Hill Companies. The S&P 500® Index tracks the stock performance of 500 US companies across four
industry groups. It is a market-value weighted index with each stock's weight in the index proportionate to its market value.

This literature does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation for any securities offered by BIAS and cannot disclose all risks and significant
elements of an investment therein.
Certain statements contained within this literature are forward looking statements including, but not limited to statements that are predications of or
indicate future events, trends, plans or objectives. Undue reliance should not be placed on such statements because by their nature they
are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from projected results due to numerous
factors, many of which are beyond our control.
Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and the opinions based thereon, are not
guaranteed and no responsibility is assumed for errors and omissions

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.

Registered Investment Advisor with the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission. Licensed to conduct investment business by The Bermuda
Monetary Authority. Licensed by the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority to conduct investment business.
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